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PADUCAH. ICY.. SATURDAY MORNING. MAY 18, 1907.

ABBOTT NAMED—WITNESS, SHOWING NO MERCY, BARES
DETAILS OF SALE OF TROLLEY FRANCHISE—GOT $50,000

•

BRLBE HIMSELF—SAYS ANOTHER $50,000 WAS GIVEN TO
SCHMITZ AND Szoo,000 DIVIDED—CALHOUN WAS AUTHOR

•

OF SCHEME—MILLIONAIRE DECLARED PERSONALLY TO
HAVE RELEASED MONEY TO THE CITY'S FAITHLESS SERVANTS.
4

4o•

0

4IMP

nsile beyond the cemetery on the
Hinkleville road, has informed the
police that he has at his home a eyear-old colored boy who drifted into
the house and claims his father is
named George Howell, for whom the
little one was looking. Seeing the
chap was lost Reyes took the little
boy in and is keeping him hoping to
LUTHER MOGRIDGE WILL BE locate his Parents. No colored peo- BODY OF MR. THOMAS CORWOODMEN OF THE WORLD
ple of the name of Howell live out
NABBED IF HE COMES
BETT ARRIVES TOMORNOW MAKING PREPARAthat
way,
as
learned.
be
far
can
as
THIS WAY.
ROW MORNING.
TIONS.
Confessed and Fitted.
Rupert Purchase was to have been
tried today before Justice Charles
Emery for whipping and abusing his
wife, but without waiting for the day
set Purchase came in, confessed to
being 'guilty and was fined eve and
BUNCH OF WARRANTS TAKEN costs. He is of the St. John neigh- MR HARRY SNOW DIED LAST
WOODMEN TOMORROW DECO- \
borhood and separated from his wife,
OUT BY SANITARY INWEEK AT ORANGE, NEW
RATE GRAVES OF DEAD
who was e Miss Feast.
SPECTOR.
JERSEY,
BRETHREN.
aveling Man" performance pr
s amounted to a total of
Policemen Watching for Thief With $848. one all of which .went to Mr. Captain Summers Identifies Dead as
Organizer Helsley Instituted New
Princeton Stolen Goods—Work
Boyle
oolfolk and the other half
Miss Woodruff Over Long
Woodmen Lodge at Little CyAmong the Officers.
press--Other Secret Orders. .
was equally d:vided between the
Distance Telephone.
Charity club and the Humane society.

sit STREET RAIEWAY MAGNATES. WATCHING FOR
SOON TO BE IN THE TOILS RUNAWAY BOY
• CALHOUN, SCHhfITZ, MAXWELL, HERRIN, MULLALEY, FORD,

•

RENIAINs To BE

CELEBRATION OF
BROUGHT HERE FOURTH OF JULY

DRUNKEN NEGRO FRIGHTENS
PEOPLE ON SOUTH TENTH

INTERMENT TO BE AT
EVENT WILL OCCUR
OAK GROVE CEMETERY
AT WALLACE PARK

San lera'ncisco. Cal., May 17.— visors. $so.000 went to Schmitz and
"Abe" Reef, the fallen boss of San Sect,000 was retained by the boas. Ac'Francisco, went before the grand jury cording to the same revelations, Mulyesterday afternoon to make repara- laley served as general utility man
tion, of which he spoke yesterday in Ford as a paymaster and Abbott as
his addrese to the come, by a full assistant paymaster.
confession of the felohies of the
Tale of Corporation's Infamy.
'Schmitz aciminestration.
Here is the plain tale of the United
It is understood Ruef's testimony Railroads' infamy:
will deliver to the law men supreme
Patrick Calhoun, having overcapiin the social and political life of Cali- talized his California corporation and
fornia—rnen who have held their being intensely eager to cut operat- Lieetenant Thomas Potter of the
The Woodmen of the World of this
At 7:45 o'clock tomorrow morning
heads high; warn so !pity in power ing expeesee more than his lawful night force has, received a telegram
city
take the initial step of any indiThomas
Mr.
the
late
of
the
remains
and 5tation, so strongly intrenehed franchises would permit, seized upon from Chief of Police 011aver, of
Corbett will be brought here from vidual or organization regarding are
behind their wealth, that they seemed the situation resulting from' the earth Memphis, asking that the Paducah
Chicago and carried direct to the ranging for Fourth of July exercises,
bran un e
quake and tire and a scheme of brib- patrolmen be directed to keep a sharp
First Presbyterian church where the and for this purpose they have enor
lookout
a
Men Likely to Be Indicted.
t6-year-old
boy
named
.
ery was arcbed.e,
services will be conducted at gaged Wallace park for that day. The
funeral
Following is a list of some of the
Luther
abogridge,
who ran away front
Negotiations were opened with
Q o'clock by Rev. W. H. Pinkerton, arrangements will outline a grand
men who probably will be indicted Reef. and estoo 000 was agreed upon his home at the Bluff City. The Memon the evidence given by Reef:
who Will be assisted by Rev. W. E. gala day for tho people of this section
phis
chief
that
stated
the
chap
had
as the aggregate of bribes to be paid
committees
been
E.
Eugene
seen Wedinsday or Thursday at
Schmitz, thrice elected Ft-'r the adoption by the supet visors
Cave, if the latter has returned by and already the different
are hard
lodges
respective
the
from
mayor of San Francisco; the repre- and the signing by the mayor of San Fulton and was thought to be headed IMMENSE CROWD AT M'KIN- by then from Birmingham, Ala.,
at work with the preparations.
LEY BUILDING YESTERsentative of the labor union. who sold Francisco of an ordinance granting this way.
week.
where he has been for the past
Something fine will be on, and speakDAY AFTERNOON.
Si:melt and the !miens to the corpor- the United Railroade the coveted
The lieutenant is having the police
Deep sadness was created every- ing of the coming event the arrangeto
ations.
the
watch
to
incoming
intrains
arwhere yesterday when a message
privileges of substituting the overhead
mente committee is sending out the
Patrick Calhoun, grandson of John trolley for the cables enehis corpora- tercept the lad if he comes ,to this
rived from Chicago announcing' that following letter to the members of
Calhoun. the great leader of the tion. not temporarily. -;:ie44triergeney city. He is described as being neatly Fine Series of Opening Exercises for the popular former Paducah boy had
the fraternity:
south, and great-grandnephew of Pat- measure. -but for the fu -Me of under- dressed, in act upon the sporty order
Next Week at High School—
died at the residence of his sister, "To the Officers and Members of the
rick Henry, southern gentleman; lying franchises.
Scholastic News.
Mrs. Arthur Crary, where he went
Woodmen of elle World:
rnetItimillionaire. 'sneerer and one of
Visiting People's Yards.
Calhoun Releases Secs000.
three weeks ago from his home in
Soveeeigne: The Wood"Esteemed
the master financier,: of Wall street.
William Blanks, colored, will have
At the time of the bargaining Calhaving
eof Paducah have
suffered
up,
World
to
rest,
men
Memphis,
the
of
Tirey L. Ford, chief counseisof the houn was on the ground. When the a chance to christen the long spring
The entertainment given yesterday a collapse from the strain of over- arranged to celebratk July 4th with a
United Railroads; one of the most deal bad been agreed upon he released frocic coat of his in the city lockup,
school work at his desk with the VanVleet- big free picnic and log rolling at
widely known and moat popular men from his mint deposits esteem to he being arrested last evening by Offi- afternoon at the McKinley
was
one of Mansfield Medicine company of that Wallace park, this city It is our in.Mechaniceburg
in
bedding
.in California, formerly attorney gen- Tirey I. Ford. chief counsel - of the cers Hurley and Singery on the
the mollesticcessful affairs ever con- city. His condition was not regarded tention to bring together as many
eral of the elate- a man ablest error conspiring corporation
of
going in the yards of the
Ford drew charge
ducted here of a like nature. Hun- as serious until a few days before Woodmen, with their , families and
,was caused by a mistaken loealty to the sum in gold and had the gold eir
es along South Tenth near Jones
friends, as possible, for the purpose
dreds of school patrons and others
a corrupt corporation, and in whose changed for currency, an the hilts
t wild frightening the people were there crowding the building to his death, while information of the
of getting acquainted and booming
to
shock
a
fall many will sorrow and none will
him were of such small denomi- while in an intoxicated condition. The the extent that there was no room dissolution caused quite
given
rejoice.
his Paducah friends who were not woorcraft.
nation', that the mass of them had to reeidenters of that vicinity stated he
"Our program is not completed as
' Thornwell Mullalyy. aseietant for he broken into twci bundles in order had a revolver, which he flunriehed. for the students, and this evidences aware of his sickness.
pubthe
a
on
part
great
appreciation
but there will be speaking, athyet,
Patrick Calhoun; a young man who conveniently to he carried. Right calming quite a scare. being run out
Mr. Corbett was born in this city
the
which
in
manner
of
lic
the
sports, dancing moving pictures,
superb
letic
• was sent to California as Calhoun's
thirty years ago, being the youngest
here Abbott came into the case as a each time without undue incident cei
We ex,
reesdent representative in the offices carrier of one of the bundles He discharge of the firearm. The mem- able prigeipal, Miss Emma Morgan. son of the late Mr. Letch Corbett, band concerts and fireworks. gathertheir
lergest
the
arrange
this
tine
assistants
and
her
make
to
pert
of the United Railroads; also a south- and Ford delivered both bundles to bers. Of the Tenth and Jones street
several hours for the family residing at Seventh and ing of Woodmen ever' 'seen in the
ern gentleman who eseablished himn
fire department caught Blank and affairs. It took
Clay streets for a number of years. state and trust every camp will asRue/
a
rendition of the elaborate program.
self immediately in the smartest soThen Calhoun, satisfied with the held him until arrival of the officers,
After graduating with honors at the sist us to do so. Get every available
iety in San Francisco.
progress of the miserable treason to who brought along Amoss Wyatt and
public schools he entered man to come, and we are confident
Paducah
Exercises.
Morning
William M. Abbott, assistant genfearfully afflicted city, started cage Charles Jones. colored, who are also
a
high
the
of
the
the drug firm of DuBois- he will want to be a chopper When he
office
of
Payne
G.
E.
-Profestor
\-eral counsel of the United Railroads;
Miillaley to serve as "assistant charged with being drunk, and were school
leaving
PinkerH.
for several years, gets home. -We will send you a Cornand
W.
remained
Kolb
'Rev.
ft
have
a young lawyer of good ability, great
the preeidentn—to see to it that all arrested out at the union depot. All ton to deliver an address to the when he moved to Memphis during piece program of the events of the
to
proa
popularity;
promise and wide
three of the &reties were sent to the
should continue to go at planned.
pupils !skirt Monday morning as their 1897, to take a position with the Van day as soon as completed.
tege of Tirey L. Ford who was Ford's
felonies prnarese- hall and locked up. No pistol could opening exercise. Tuesday morning Vleet-Mansfield Drug company, one
the
Cleveland
At
"All railmnad will gi ve excursion
chief assistant in the attorney gen- ing to his satisfaction, he telegraphed he found on Blanks and the officers
children.
the
to
talks
rates.
Howell
B.
arose
He
I
Dr.
south.
the
in
largest
the
into
of
eral's office who went with Ford
a releaeee of another $trewn Ford think he must have thrown it away Wednesday morning they have mimic to an important place with them, be"Fraternally.
the service of the United Railroads was to
the front again, but this time on realizing arrest was at hand. He while the opening feature Thursday ing regarded by that firm as one of
"M. STEINFEI.D. Omni?
George Maxwell, a well known
in getting bills of denomi- wore a light gray spring frock coat morning will be an address by Hon.
succeeded
democratic politician.
their most reliable and progressive
nations large enough to leave Abbott that nearly touched the ground and Warner Moore, the retired minister.
Herrin May Bs Involved.
young men of integrity and ability.
Decorate the Graves. ,
some
on
to
put
trying
was
doubtless
sum
full
Tile
occupation
an
without
V It is ale.) reperted that Rtiees testi- was delivered to Rtief. Later Cal- flashy stunts of a sporty nature.
He loved his calling to the extent
The annual grave decoration CereTeachership Certificates.
mony involve, William F. Herrin.
that he .kept very close at business monies will be conducted tothorrow
houn, still in the east, released by wire
board of examiners for the and the strain finally broke him afternoon by the Woodmen of the
The
Pacific
Southern
the
of
counsel
chief
Ordinance.
of
Breaches
by
This, too was drawn
county public schools yesterday at
railroad, political manager in Cali- troo.onn.
World and women's circles of thee
J. T. Hughes, Annotir Gardner, the county court house examined the down
Ford and by him handed over to the
fornia for E. If. Ilarrimnn. of New boon
err. George Lehnhard and others
city,
unusof
fellow
young
a
was
.
He
Mrs. McClain, Henry A. Petter and following for certificates:
Willie
York, grand boss of the republican
committee Ott arrangements
the
of
thought
well
warranted
and
traits
manly
were
all
Brad Chilctrees
Heath, Willie Ezell, Acton Cox, Bes- ually
preparations for the
party in Cailofornia and for many
completed
having
yesterday on a breach of ordinance sie Our, Pattie Chambers, Oliver of by everybody. Besides his widowed
Mayor in Name Only.
years the most powerful personages
event.
left
the
he
Barnett.
L
him,
charge
R.
lodge
by
with
who
lived
Call
San Francisco. May P7--The
Page, Leslie Alexander, Rnrouey Ross mother
in the politics of this state.
There are about Son Woodmen and
city sanitary inspector. He claims
tessiay saysLeslie Alexander, Maggie Harrison. three sisters. Mrs. Anetin Tindall, of circle lactic" of this city, and Jersey
Reef, lawyer-like, had all the points
•
perof
are
parties
guilty
Chiacense
the
of
Crary
Eugene
forward
Arthur
time
-From this
Annie Hutchinson, Ira Faith Ru- Memphis, Mrs.
meet at their hall on Third
'of his testimony clearly in his mind
Eli cago, and Miss Lou Corbett, who is camp will
Schmitz will he the mayor of San mitting unclean closets in yards they
street', there to form
Elizabeth
and he recited his story w'th practi- Francisco in name only. Ite has re- own and also letting unhealthy pools dolph ;Naylor, C. E. Vatigean,
and
Crowell, Clifton Rives, Ray and in college at Eon Du Lac, Wis. His into procession and march down to
cally no questions or suggestions
insome
in
accumulate
water
of
linquished the reins of government
only brother is Mr. Hecht Coebett the Olive camp hat/ on North Fourth
Hazel Bean.
from Francii J.Heney,although Hersey to committee of seven,
a
representing stance%
of Nevada. He was a nephew of near Broadway, where the two bodies
of course, was not surprised by any
five great commercial organizathe
Picnic.
School
Mesdames Thomas Settle and James combine, and proceed afoot to Oak
Ruef.
by
supplied
of the information
Stolen Goods.
of the city. Beginning with toThe Washington building eighth Each -cee this city. tand cousin of Grove cemetery. The officers conduct
If Ruef, net of friendship, scared tions;
day the city is tinder the control of
Chief of Police Shackleford. of grades leave that school at 8 o'clock Messrs. Hal and Jerry Corbett, Mrs.
the exercises, during which orations
any old accomplices, it was scone abselected
adto
mayor
the
whom
yesterday notified the Pa this morning ie four big vans and go Charles Thompson, Misses
men
Princeton,
Bess will be delivered by Judge David A.
the
upon
et-ere person. He turned
minister the city's affairs upon the ducab department to keep a lookout to Cold Springs in the county, where Lucy, Annie Settle, Mr. Thomas Set- Cross and County Attorney Albert
millionaire* who have deserted him:
lines
demanded by the public. The for SOTOC one coming here and trying tete day will be spent picknicking tle
of
one
single
During the ceremonies
every
and delivered
Barkley.
and others.
of the mayor is complete. to sell four suits of clothing, three tinder chaperonage of Mrs. W L.
capitulation
will
be strewn upon the
Paducabon.,
flowers
Former
Another
-them into the hands of District At.
He has transferred in writing his au- pairs of Peters shoes and other wear- Young and Misses Emma and MarHeney
Woodmen in Oak
J.
Francis
dead
and
the
week
of
Langdon
graves
itorney
Mr. Harry Snow died last
tantamount to a power of ing apparel stolen from a Princeton garet Acker and Mary Brezeeton.
and then a commitcemetery,
--He told in detail all about the pur- thority,
Grove
brief
a
after
Jersey,
New
at
Orange,
tore that was btoglarized several
the following citizente
ground
chase of the overhead trolley privi- attorney, to
illness with pneumonia, information tee goes to the other burying
W. Dowher- nights ago. The chief thinks the
F.
Anderson,
B.
F.
Herwith
dealings
where deceased brothpolitical
the
lege. the
county,
in
.
here
EXCURSIONS
received
been
MORE
has
just
of
which
Percy T. Morgan. F. W. Van- thieves will come here and try to dis-tin, the corrupt relations between the mann.
ers were interred, to place floral
by friends.
Rosenfeld, C. H. Bent- pose of the garments and footgear.
graves. Offerings
administration and the Res company cyckeln, Louis
The Central Labor Body Runs Two
Mr. Snow was about fifty years of tokens upon their
ley and Charles W. Stack.
last resting place
the
on
laid
and tie. whole history of his negotiaLouisiana.
be
will
Steamer
to
Aboard
age, and eleven years ago came
On the committee of seven is a reps
Firearm Discharged.
who has passed
r
membe
every
__ liens with the two rival telephone
of
The Central Labor body is arrang- Paducah from Evansville, conducting
etch of the followfrom
recentative
ar-yesterday
matOrr
William
minor
Officer
of the order
many
.institution
besides
companies,
excursion to be given out a commiss:on brokerage business for away since
ing commercial teepee:
rested Joe Lall on the charge of dis- ing Ion an
-tens.
here,
evening
bferchanne Exchange. Chamber of charging a firearm inside the city of this city next Tuesday
several years, when he returned to
Shlef Makes Willing Witness.
Trade, Mer- limits in violation of the ordinance aboard the handsome boat Louisiana, Evansville, aosl afterward went east,
of
Board
ContanerCe,
yesterday
of
The tremulousness
Organise New Lodge.
Association and Manufactur- which prohibites any pistol or gun while the Sunday following an out- being iit husiness at 'New York city
had disappeared. Roef, though hag- chants'
that
for
steamer
the
on
given
be
Association.
ing
will
Protective
Mr. J W. 'Flekken organizer
at death, but making his home at
firing.
gard, was master of his emotions. ers' and
under auspices of
the World of this
leddyville
of
to
Woodmen
goes
the
knew
Orange.
He was a willing witness, he
yesterday morning
the organized unions.
GRADE LEVEL RAISED.
to
lie %vac, a fine business man, schol- section, returned
'A precisely the material information
Detective Returned.
enjoyed
where he instihtmdred
Cypress,
several
night
Little
from
Last
I give in order to fix the crime on each
Detective T. J. Moore rturned yes- the excursions from here by this fast arly and congenial and made friends tuted a new lodge of this order 4he
Water
Surface
in
Result
Will
Work
-guilty millirmaire and politician and
terday morning from. Memphis. *here craft, which goes to Cairo today to of everyone. He is survived by his evening -before.
•
Being Carried Away.
he told the storyk with that fluency
he had been for the past few days run one out of there. She retires wife and daughter.
commenced with abent
lodge
layThe
finished
yesterday
laborers
The
are-the
and itnpressivenese which
attending the biennial seeelon of the here Tuesday. '
Dead is lMias Woodruff.
twenty-five men-there and the followtheir proper position the pav:charaeterietie qualities Of his tele- hack in
railway conductors from oven the
Captain John Summers, of the tow- ing officers'
I.. Reeder, cowed
side
south
course. hot% in public and in private. ing brick taken up from tileThird and United States and Canada. Sleuth
boat Henrietta, was reached yester- commander; W. E. Hayden, advisor
MISSING
WOMAN
YOUNG
betweenof
Broadway
somerailroad conductor foe
His testimony, unless there is'
raise the grade: Moore was a
IN A STRANGE MANNER day at Hamburg Landing, Tenn., up lieutenant; W. E. Purycar, clerk: M.
going on the pobefore
Thing very wrong with California. Fourth . streets to
years
twenty
the Tennessee river, and announced
Messimore: -banker; J. W. Arent.
ipee upon many The brick alongside the curb on that lice department, and although he has
eite4-1t- put seits',of
tomorrow
re.—Miss
here
would
he
that
arrive
May
down
Tenn.,
R. M. Jones physeician,
settled
egoort;
had
Memphis,
street
the
of
,sitle
railroadirtg, he..cnntii mu a
men who arc ow 1 high places.
abandoned
Tenn.,
description
his
a
with
On
steamer.
in
Saulsberry,
and
laid
being
Sneed of
membee of the conductors' org ra- Bereeie
It is undersenod that 'Reef's reve- some inches since
handsome, is being given him over the telephone of
Pythian Knights Returned.
after rainfalls water
enjoyed the gather- young and said to be
greatly
lations show that Calhoun was not this , depression
and
tion
found
Paducah delegation of Knights
woman
properly
the
Several
body
of
The
dead
the
off
manner.
not
flow
"held up," ss'as not "blsekmailed," but would stand andmanhole.
ing at Memphis. Today the conduct- missing in a strange
mornwoman went to floating in the river here Wednes- ol Pythias returned yesterday
;deliberately set out of his own free to the nearest
ors hold their election of officers. Judg days ago the young
the eveningwhere
Mayfield
from
the
Sneed,
ing
of
that
as
it
identified
day,
be
Rioharil
ing from expressions coming from visit her aunt, Mrs.
will to bribe his way to overhead
instituting the
When a man goes wrong it is funny every side 'while he was there Mr., at Grand Junction. She- left, saying steamboat's stewardess, Miss ,Robbie before they assisted at
-trolley privileges., of immense value
therm with
started
lodge
expected
Pethian
eighneighbors,
craft
the
his
who
fell
She
Woodruff,
off
re believes that Boston. Macs.. she wotfld take starain *slime.
-to his corporation and lightly and bow many of
Those going
fifty.
of
membership
gnickly did his bargainifig. The sum it.
trget the tecea ennyeetion, the body has not been seen by relatives or teen miles above here on the Tennes- down front here were: Alex Kulte,
He
8.
that
May
Woe
not
see
Wednesday,
was
river,
convening evereetwo yeam only:
Fe
paid for the privieegem
friende since, hut it is believed
Al Young, W. 1,. Wilkereon. A.
It is a mighty 'poor man who canono, according to "Rite, hut *bemoan:
she came to Memphis. The Memphis ordered the corpse held until arrival Steit:, George P Miller, William M.
not find a reason for blaming muneand this sum was dietributeel as
Stray Kid Picked Up.
polite department 'haN issued a gen- of the boat from its trip up , that
arn0000 went to the supers one else for his own troublesfl
one
lives
who
colored,
:Ilieep Reeves,
eral alit& in an effort to locate her. waterways. ...
(Contivined on Page Five)
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Atthe Churches

Are
You
Happy

The Dark Side

of a woman's life is seldom seen by anyone but herself. What
of Author
Colonel M. J. Fanning, one of the theme will be "A ContrastTestament '
greatest temperance lecturers in. the ity of the Old and New
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy and the blues, the poor,
begin
world, will tonsorrow morales
miserable sufferers from female disease have to endure, one month
Temperance Rally.
the series of addresses he is to make
are corin this city during the coming week, 'All friends of temperance
after another! What wonder so many thousands of women cannot
earnestly requested
at which time he will be heard by dially invited and
Happiness cannot be
'
rally
truthfully say that they are happy! Are you?
thousands, as he is recognized the to attend the county temperance
evencountry over as a peer in this respect, to be held at Lone Oak. Monday
called complete without health, and health is best obtained by
having appeared before iminense au- ing, May 20. Addresses will be delivto a
diences in New York, Chicago, St. ered in addition to attending
Warner
Hon.
business.
of
deal
great
Louis, San Francisco and other cities
city, will speak on
the country over. He was here last Moore, of this
Tennessee and Its
in
Option
ate
"Local
and
Louisvill
week, but went to
Naylor will
tended the Law hnd Order League Results." Rev. W. J.
and Order
"Law
the
of
report
on
a
d
make
proceede
then
He
convention.
on held in Louisville
to Cincinnati, but comes back here League" conventi
which astoday to'remaiit until the end of next the first of this week and
This meeting
attended
he
semblage
week.
coun?which has made many thousands happy in restored health and strength. -The doctors
Ihe.jijwn4place_ he will speak means something to MicCracken
present.
be
should
all
and
ty
is as follows:
said I had nervous prostration, but gave me no relief," writes Lizzie Matthews. of Mt.
Sunday. May 19, ii a. m.—KenVernon, Ga. -I was sick for nine years. I could hardly eat and could not sleep. My
German Evangelical.
tucky avenue Presbyterian church.
back and hips ached, I was very irregular and would have to stay in bed two or three
A reunion of all confirmation classes
Sunday. May 19, 3:30 p. ma—Broadat
morning
w
Y
tomorro
FREEL
US
will be held
WRITE
way Methodist church.
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardul, and now I can say that my health is better than
on
church
cal
Evangeli
in.—Trim
German
your
all
the
telling
,
p.
confidence
7:45
19.
strictest
May
in
Sunday,
and frankly,
for the past nine years.- Cardui relieves pain, regulates fitful functions. strengthens
South Fifth street, it being Pentetroubles, and stattag your age. We will send you
ble street :Methodist church.
vala
will
and
worship
envelope,
morning
sealed
your weakest organs, makes you well and HAPPY. Try it.
FRU ADVICE,in plain
Monday, May 20, 7:45 p. m.—Olivet cost Day. The
Treatment for Women."
the
and
"Home
ee
classes,
book
ge
64-pa
1874-1894
uable
the
for
be
Baptist church of county.
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Tuesday, May 21, 7:45 p. m.—Me- evening worship for the 1894-1907
ga Mead's Co., Chattanooga, Tenn. Gam
conChatbsoo
be
will
classes. Both worships
chanicsburg Methodist church.
and
Wednesday, May 22, 7:45 p. in-- ducted in the English language
specially prepared musical features
Firct Baptist church.
Rev. W. Young, of
-4111101111
Thursday. May 23, 7:45 p. m,— prevail. At night
preach.
will
is,
union
Metropol
near
OM*
Tenth street Christian church;
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Prescribedlby the New York State Law.
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HENRY J. POWELL
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National Bank
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In hundreds of 'Otter -by franchise
433334%:
"
"
1
"
3
411 f
grabbers whose presence and operation in a community is equally as u TODAY IN HISTORY. u
PUBLISHED BY THE
ruinous and vicious as the highwayttl3131:StlitrtttUlginUt:2813:2=
Register Newspaper Company, men and IfOrse tliiiitii-of-ordeli times.
(Incorporated.)
They are enemies to the republic
MAY 18.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. and the quicker they arc jailed the 1642—Montreal founded by Maisonnetieve.
better it will be for the public.
1783—St. Johns, N. B., founded by
JAMES E. WILHELDA, President
U. E. Loyalists.
JOHN WILHELM.
Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
1804—Napoleon Bonaparte proclaimTh"--T,
12,:lick0- Co's_Rcanchisced emperor of the French.
The publication in these -columns t8o9—British took possession of the
Entered at the Possoffice of, Paducah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. sesterday giving the facts under
island of Anholt.
which the franchise owned by the 1839—Caroline Murat, sister of- Napoleon I. and ex-queen oftNaOne Year
$5.00 Paducah Traction compan
y was seples, died.
Six Months
2.30
Three Months
1.25 cured created muck interest through- 184o--John M. Niles of connectierft,
One'Week
.to out the city and—ii--1/1 -quite—tikely
became postmaster general of
the United States.
that the question will be taken up in
1856—Queen
Anyone failing to receive this paper
ictoria
distributed
regularly should report the matter to the courts and carried to the court
medals to the wounded heroes.
The Register office at once. Tele- of appeals for a full construction.
of the Crimea.
phone Cumberland 358.
Should the case be decided in favor 1868--Czar Nicholas II.' of Ritss:a,
*urn.
of the tax payers it will mean that
189.
--Great
damage caused by flood
another franchise will have_ to be
at Sioux City, Iowa.
sold in a few years .and to which 1897—T
urkey agreed to an armistice
will be attached no strings. Such a
with Greece.
franchise will net the city thousands 1898—Battleship Alabama launched
Saturday Morning, May :8, 1907. of dollars.
at Chester, Pa.
The intention of the con-

...a11111•11111111,
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BROKEN LOT SAlf
$15 AND $18 SUITS

$11.88

stitution is to limit the life of a franSan Francisco Franchise Grabbers. chise to twenty years, so that at its ter off and said it was political perseThe second real sensational chapter expiration the city may be enabled cution. Now it seems that Grafter
in the San Francisco corruption cases to sell the privilege for the highest Schmitz received $50,ocia on one deal
is now made public and it involves price obtainable. Local - capitalists witg the street railway people. Every
grafter in the country poses as an
the head officials of the
United could well afford to form a company
honest
man, but like all criminals.
Street Railways company of that city. and if they can secure the franchise,
They saw the city in the grasp of the to do so. The privilege is consid- their sins will find them out.
woe that followed the earthquake and ered so valuable that according to
they seized the opporunity to reap a reports $1,5oo,000 worth of bonds NEW YORK'S FIRST
BATTLE FOR FREEfortune at one stroke. Their coffers have been floated on the project. PaDOM OF THE PRESS.
were opened for the purpose of brib- ducah is also entitled to competition
ery and they succeeded. They were in lighting and power.
The rates
(By Rev. Thomas B. Gregory.)
not being held up
)
, but on the con- charged are extraordinarily high and
In the yeas 1710 there came to New
trary they were anxious and willing must be made so to pay dividen
York from the German Palatinate a
ds on
to do business with the corrupt gang an enormous amount of watered poor little boy of thirteen. The boy's
name was John Peter Zenner. The
that had it in their power to grant stock.. The progress of
this city is youngster was ambitious, industrious
the franchises. The franchise grab- materially handicapped
by its exces- and saving, and by the time he was a
bers were out .to loot the city and sive tax rate,
and the 'exhorbitant grown man he was in a position to
this, acording to the an Francisco rates its citizens
set himself up in his favorite huiare compe'led to
ness. That business was journalism.
dispatch, is the way they went about pay for light and
power.
The only paper of any consequence
it:
What the people of Paducah Must in the New York of those days was
"It is understood that Ruef's reve- do is to break the chains that hold the New York Gazette, a sheet that
had for its motto the old lie, "The
lations show that Calhoun was not them and rid the city of any
and
King can do no wrong." Whatever
'held up.' was not 'blackmailed,' but all
monopolies. The Register can
the government did the Gazette said
delibertely set out of his own free
will to bribe his way to overhead do no more than point out the way Amen to, and the plain people had
trolley privileges of immense value and if the people are not courageous practically no voice in the land, no
to h s corporatibu and lightly and enough to stand up and fight for their means of promulgating whatever
quickly did his bargaining. The sum rights then
they should continue to dislike to governmental tyranny they
might chance to have
paid for the privileges was not Tise5o,squirm under the heel of monopoly
Zenger, determined that the peocoo, according to Ruef, but Saoss000;
and this sum was distributed as iol- and pay tribute to a few local people ple should be heard, started the
lows: $too,000 went to the super- and a lot of eastern capitalists.
Weekly Journal in opposition to the
Gazette, and, with a courage that was
visors; $50,000 went to Schmitz, and
wonderful for the time pitched into
$50.000 was retained by the boss
The action of the court of appeals things right and
Acording to the same revelations,
left.
Mullaley serv&I as general utility in remanding the indictment of two
William Cosby was governor—
man, Ford as paymaster and Abbott McCracken county magistra
tes for "Cosby the Brute," as he was often
as assistant paymaster.
trial, emphasises and makes plain the called in his day, Zeager lampooned
the "brute" without mercy. The gov"Here is the plain tale of the
law on the subject. The Register
ernor's council was no better than
United Railroads' infamy:
"Patrick Calhoun, having overcapi- does not presume to pass upon those the governor, and Zenger went. tor
talized his California corporation and cases for we know nothing 'of the that body "hammer and tongs."
As might have been expected, the
being intensely eager to cnt operat- facts, but we do know
that the laws
editor of the new paper soon found
ing expenses more than his lawful of Kentucky
prohibit any magistrate himself
in trouble. In the fall of
franchise would permit, seized upon
from contracting with the county
and 1734, less than a year after the
the lititation resulting from the earthquake and fire and a scheme of brib- also makes it a misdemeanor for any Weekly Journal was started, the govmember of the general council to do ernor charged Zenner with "false
ecy..was hatched.
scandalous, malicious and seditious TFIE COURT OF CLAIMS WILL
"Negotiations were opened with business with the city.
In section
libel."
DETERMINE THE LIARuef. and $.2oo,000 was agreed upon 32o6
of the Kentucky statutes, which
Zenner was thrown into prison, but
BILITY.
as the aggrcate of bribes to be paid
for the adoption by the supervisors is part of the second-class city's from his cell he called to his defense
and the signing by the mayor of San charter, we find this language: 'If the venerable Quaker lawyer from
Francisco of an ordinance granting any city officer shall be directly or Philadelphia, Andrew Hamilton..
Paducah Lawyers Have Filed HunIn a speech, every word of which
the United Railroads the coveted indirectly interested
dreds of These Accounts Against
in any contract
should be familiar to the American
the Federal Government.
privileges of nubstituting the over- with
the city or in any work done
people, the white-hatred old advocate
head trolley for the cables of this
corporation, not temporarily, as an by the city, or in furnishing supplies reminded thr jury of the iniquity of
emergency masure, but for the full for the city or any of its institutions, the "star chamber" and of the folly
The lawyers of this city have been
and madness of permitting a similar advised that the court of claims of
or in the sale of any property to
14. of • larldlidloand babel]i sea."
OT
for the city, he /shall be guilty of a institution to Fe its roots in the soil Washington, D. C, hap held that it
The lesson to be learned by the
of the New World. He told them has jurisdiction to try and determine
public is. that because men may have misdemeanor."
that it was no the cause of a poor the cases now pending before it,
That languagej is certainly plain printer nor of 'New York alone
wealth.and-be identified with large
that wherein men drafted into the union,
enough,
yet /evez since the city has they were trying, but that they were army in Kentucky during 1864 are
business enterprises, that does not
dealing with a case that involved the pushing their claims for reimbursenecessarily mean that they are honest. been in the secon class it has been
rights of every freeman on the North ment. At the time this draft was
n fact, scattered throughout the euetornierf or city officials to sell Fs) American cont- nent!
He declared to made Kentucky had already furnished
ountry arc hundreds of such men th ' city. Some 4iy the grand jury the men in the jury box that the hher full quota of soldiers and thin
iatter and a number question before them was the one of draft has been held to have been ille*ho .aresibe master criminals of the wil take up th
human liberty, and with an eloquence ga. The local attorneys have filed hue
, ge. They plot and plan for 'the of p ople will g4t into trouble.
that fairly burned its way into their dreds of these cases and it now ottly
erthrow .of the law arid the rights
souls he begged them to "lay the sentains to prove in each ease that
the people and by their wealth
According to a notice received by foundation for securing to themselves the party making the claim is identi;
cal with, or the heir of, the party who
lid influence are supposed to be the postmaster at Lonievil
le, after their neighbors and posterity that in was drafted At the time of the draft
Ilitiove the reset of the law. They July t. it villl not be necessary to which natare and the laws of the of Ma the government allowed men
country gave them a right—the Jib- who were drafted to pay $3oo "comate enemies to society and anarchists have .a special stamp on a letter
for erty of exposing arbitrary power
by mutation moire? in lieu of serviag
* instincts They pretend to be re- quick delivery. The postoffa
ce depart- speaking and writing the truth."
in the i-my, and this is the. amount
gpectable When at heart they are Milt -has ru1e 1ijTtej
The'judge on the bench, who hap- which it is expected wilt be recovered
ct'nts addillains. By their _wealth they force t;onal ;sostage on a letter,
and mark- pened to be a part of the govern- in each case.
ment, charged the jury "not to conqthers to commit crimes against the ed "special delivery" will be
imme- sider the
truth a defense," but His
Praise for trewspspers.
Ft0isks.aal tbs. 7very cities in which diately delivered upon its arrival
at Honor was reckoning without
(Harper's)
his
t
•
they live and then have the insolence its destination. Same years ago
The host, and a:most before the last word
The American newspaper has been
to say that they stand for the pro- Register expressed surprise
that the of the charge had ceased to river- the Worthy subject of eulogy by an
gress and upbnilding of their cities. government did not adopt
barate there came from the jury box, enlightened solicitor fos advertising.
just such
like the red lightning, "Not gitilty"-- He says. in effect, that the New
Theie.v
ery
lives
nive
for
l
./
it
lie
to their
often had calls for spec. ,.
and Zenger walked Out of the court York newspaper has enormously iminsitelislons, and it is' amazing that ia delivery stamps, and where a
per- room a free matt
proved, and that what has been called
good. 'holiest, people cannot see and son could not obtain the special
Liberty and justice had won'their sensationalism has almost disappearrthoroughly understand ill such 4ypto- stamp the letter woulf take the
usual battler The press in America was ed. Not to dwell upon any topic
to be free to strike at wrong Oliere- that may excite unpleasant or regret,krites, When the franchise grabbers course for delivery when
it rcache
ever it should 'find it.
ful contemplation, it may be well to
sre'Weitring'stripes in' the 'prison hun- its destination. Under the new
tailsay that all nbwspaper nten, and
dreds of !other little fellows over ing, after July r, a letter with
twelve
many intelligent laymen, have. long
FOR FOREST RESERVE.
the land will be trembling in their vents in ordinary postage
stamps,
been conscious that the New York
boots. For the time being they mal marked "special deliverY,"
will be de- Over 600.000 Acres of Land in Ar- newepapers have long been rising to
try to bluff their way through, but livered at once to the
the invllectsal anclniaual heights
bums is Withdrawn.
person address.
atvaiblipers,
. sliasetiich Cap/ provi '
the day of reckoning will surely eil.
Washington, May 17.—The interior
'
department has withdrawn approxi- and newspapers of other cities, have
come. in olden times when a gang
mately 6at000 acres of land lying in long been conscious of copying. As
of highwaymen or horse thieves
When Mayor Schm:tz of San Fran- the Little Rock,
Durdanelle and Cam- a matter of fact, the newspapers of
preyed On a community, the'VeOple
cisco landed in New
York•de
from hisn, Ark., land districts, mainl* in this conntry, With donie exceptiond,
rose up and wiped them out and
trip to Europe a few months ago and 1 Montgomary and Polk counties find of course—for --it is inevitable that
w)l'e never troubled by 'them again.
almost west of Hot Springs for Inc some editors and publishers are no
•
was confronted with
the sitargei of proposed
Arkansas stational forest rel better than they should be—have alToday the public is being held up
corruption, he tried to laugh the matl serve,
-ways been better than the politiciank

CHERE are just eighty-tour suits in this lot
of broken sizes and, though we haven't a
complete run of sizes, in any one pattern, in
the whole lot there is every size from 34 to 44
---regulars, stouts and slims.
Every single garment is Spring 1907 model,
splendidly tailored and made up in blue and
black serges, imported worsted and cheviots,
plaids, club checks, overplaids and shadow
weaves. The suits come both single and double breasted, two or three button styles, with
bread, manly looking extension shoulders. Just
such snits as many a man has been glad to
pay $15 and $18 for already this season, but
on account of the broken sizes, you may have

0

Vit
4

•

Your Choice for Only • • $11.88

Blue Serges
Black Serges
Imported
Worsteds
Cheviots

LOOK IN Plaids
the
Club Checks
Windows
and see
Shadow
how swell
Weaves
these suits
really are.
Overplaids

•

U. G. Gullett Op Company

MEN DRAFTED
INTO THE ARMY

t

Iv

f

(Incorporated.)

313 BROADWAY
•
dinar
Another fact is that almost, if not
Nature has given us two ears, two
quite, all our gains for local govern- eyes,
and but one tongue, to the end
ment are due to the press. The same we should
hear
may be said of the influence cio the speak —Socrat and see more than we
es
press in securing good government
for the country at large
The wiser a man is the mote cerAmbition and laziness never dwell tain it is that he prefers fishing tea
politics.
together under the same roof.

-

Painless Dentistry
HERE TO _STAY

LONG ESTABLISHED

We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who
are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume
of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of dental
work at the
following '
Plates
Gold Crowns
Dridge Work
Gold Filings
Platinum
Silver

$5.00

4-00
4-00
1.00

00
• '.75
.75

TEe Hill Dentd Co.
OF PICIC OVER CHERRY'S
GROCERY
Office Hours: S a. m. to 8 p.mn.
Sunday's 9 a- ul. to 4 P. Inand and Broadway
Phone 330

WANTED
10 good teams with wagons
to haul fluor spar from the
mines to Golconda, III. First,
class prices willle paid either
by the diqr or kin, as may be
desired. Apply at once to the
AMERICAN fLUOR SPAR CO.
100-103
Fraternity Building:
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Brown or Black Panama Skirts, full
plaited and trimmed

6.50
Voile Skirts, black only, trimmed
with Taffeta bands $5.00

•
1#
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FIRST Of SERIES MANY CASES OF PR RAILROAD
E. R. SQUIBBS
MATINEE RACES
APPENDICITIS COMMISSIONER
SOAP PASTE

THE BEST HORSE FLESH IN MR. JOSEPH MATTISON SLOW- THE CONVENTION
CALLED TO
WEST KENTUCKY WILL
LY IMPROVING FROM
ORDER AT 2 O'CLOCK
TAKE PART.
OPERATION.
TODAY.
The Entertainments Will be Con- Mr. Matt Carney Here From Cnicago, Only Three Candidates Being ConBut Confined at Mother's Home—
tinued if a Sufficient Interest
sidered for Instructions From
Len Cothran Operated On,
Develops in Them.
McCracken County.

Elegant for Mampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar

Mr. Joseph Mattison, sexton of Oak
Grove cemetery, is rapidly recovering
front the effects of the operation perfrmed at Riverside hospital for appendicitis. ,
Mr. Matt Carney is confined at the
home of his mother on Jefferson
near Tenth street, not having yet
fully recovered from the operation he
underwent ten days ago at Chicago
for appendicitis. He arrived a few
days ago to help his business associate. Mr. George Goodman, close
i•egotiations for The Kentucky opera
Louse, which they have leased for a
tcrirs of years. Theyi have been able
:o effect nothing yet towards a wind'pp deal, as since arriving he has not
been sufficiently strong to be out.
Mrs. Albert Mayer is quite ill at
her home on South Ninth near Jackson street.
Member Len Cothran of the fire
department, was taken to Riverside
hospital yesterday and operated on
for appendicitis, with which he suffered a violent attack. The doctors
say he has only one chance in a thousand to get well, his condition being
precarious.

The Matinee club members conAt 2 o'clock this afternoon the
sisting of owners and lovers of fine
democrats of this city and county
gather at the county court house and
horse flesh, will next Thursday afterselect fifteen delegates to go to the
noon at the Caldwell fair grounds,
convention to be held at Henderson
give their first matinee, in form of
next Tuesday and vote for some one
races by the- best animals in this secof the five candidates who are astion. The incentive for the racing
pirants for the democratic nominais to see which horse is the fastest,
tion for state railroad commissioner
as no betting is allowed at all, the
from the first ralroad district, that
entertainments being for amusement
comprises the th•rty-nine counties in
of interested parties and their frien.ds
the First, Second and Third Congresoi the public.
sional districts.
The entries for next Thursday are:
It seems that only Ferguson, of 13 13 13 13 13 3: 13 133* ti 33 V/ IS :3 tt
. glass A, Pacing.
county, Landram, of LivingBanard
nanaanuassustanuana
"Mattie Wilkes," owned and driven
ston county, and Gardner of Graves •
NEWS IN BRIEF.
u
.by Ed Farley.
county, are being considered in the
u
THE RIVER NEWS. u • PERSONAL MENTION. u "J. T.," owned by Ed Morgan and
convention here today as each of them it it it it it it it it
it it it it tt it it ZS
driven by C. H. Harris.
reside in counties adjoining Mc• :sauna f: tt Itt St VI :I is "Harry A." owned and driven by
concensius
Cracken county, and the
. —Word front Brownsville, Tenn., is
Virgil Sherrill.
of opinion is that some one of these that Rev. and Mrs. Gilbert Dobbs
niss Eva Hale of Murray his-visaPittsburg, .4.3, rising.,
"Brook Hill," owned and driven by
should have this county's instructions have a boy baby, their first born.
ing Miss Anna Duiguid..
Cincinnati, 2.37,
from the standpoint of being neigh- Rev. Dobbs was formerly
Thompson.
.
A.
9
Pastor of
Mr. Newsome Case oaf Teens is
elt4
,
Loailatiti
bors. Each of these three men's sup- the First Baptist church
Class B, Pacing.
here, hut
-Evansville 25.6,
visiting Colonel B. U. Linn All North
McCracken
porters
are
claiming
the
- "Gus B." owned and driven by
now located in M•ssissippi. His wife
Mt. Verna, 14.9, falling.
Fifth.
delegation, but it cannot be told until
T. J. Stahl.
is visiting her parents in BrownsMt Cannel, 5.5. falling.
Contractor GeorgeoWriliol left .yesthis afternoon who will get the in"Tobe
Scott'.',
owned
driven
and
by
falling.
ville.
i&o,
Nashville,
terday for Clarksville Tenn., and will
structions, as rumors of different
George H. Goodman.
Chattgoclogp, 7.,5 falling.
return tomoerow.
combinations are going around thick
— Mayor T. A. Coombs of Lexing"Trixie H" owned by the West
Florence 9.8, rising.
Mrs. Louise Maxwell has returned
and fast, and there may be many ton, Ky., has written the officials that
Kentucky.. stock farm, driven by C.
Johnsonville, 31.7, falling.
from spending several months at
surprises and instructions given in a he is heart and soul in the movement
H. Harris.
Cairo, sa.9, rising.
Mineral Mound Farm, near Eddyville;
way unexpected by every side.
here to secure the state legislature
"Elsie R." owned and *driven by SWEEP SOME MORE,
St. Louie, ao.8•rising.
Before the convention at Hender- to ievise the charter governing neehas
been
sister,
and
joined
her
by
MY
LADY,
SWEEP
Paducah, 30.9, standing.
Ben T. Frank.
Mrs. M. E. Watson of
bany, Ore.
SOME MORE TODAY. son there will be five candidates, Lan, ond class cities, which includes PaBurnside, 5.1, rising.
"Dr. Bell," owned and driven by
dram, Gardner, Ferguson of the coun- ducah.
Both
Hotel
Craig.
are
at
haling.
Carthage. 9.4,
A. S. Thompson.
Henderson Has Clean-Up Day and ties mentioned, Southall of HopkinsMr. Rid Reed of Frankfort was
Class A, Trotting.
—Mayor Yeiser yesterday wired an
vine and Finn of Simpson county.
New Spring "Pote" Blossoms.
•The tug
R. HaU left .yesteeciay here yesterday en route to*mithland
"Blackwood Jr.," owned by the
delegates for invitation for the Railway Trainmen:,
of
number
total
The
to
attend
the
commieeionrailroad
for Forked Deer river to tow logs.
West Kentucky stock farm, driven
The city of Henderson is dirty, the entire district is 385, therefore it now in session at Memphis, and the
Pilot Leslie Broatffoot was at thy ers county convention there.
by C. If. Harris.
very
dirty, and the citizens have in- will take 193 to secure the nomina- Railway Carmen, now meeting at AtCentral
Miss
McClure
Louise
of
wheel.
"Bell Brooks," owned by C. H. augurated a "clean-up day." In
lanta, Ga., to hold -their next sesad- tion.
The !birth has returned from. 'the City is visiting her parents, Mr. and Harris, driven
by George H. Good- vocacy of the move a spring "pote,"
sion in Paducah.
Casceville ruiner with a fuel tow for Mrs. A. C. McClure of Went Jeffer- man.
Mr. Jack McGrath by name, perpethe West Kentucky Coal company. son street.
—The Kentucky and Tennessee *
SUPPORTED BY HIS NOSE.
"Manic Wilkes," owner and driven' trates the following under the capThe excursion steamer carried sevMrs. R. E. Foster and daughter of
Retail
Coal Dealers' association will
tion of "My New Kentucky Home:"
eral hundred people out last 'evening Mayfield are visiting Mrs. Robert by Ben-.F. Frank.
hold their annual convention in this
mobile
large
sensitive,
a
"What
"Billy
Buck,"
owned
and
driven
by
on the exaltation given.
'Beadles.
city June 13-14.
The dirt's piled high in my Old Ken- nose you have."
A. S. Thompson.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Mrs. Elisabeth Fritch of New Libtucky
Home,
me."
wonder.
supports
"No
It
—Connie Mills, alias Cunnie Flet<ernes
Class
B,
Trotting.
Fowler leaves for Cairo and
sety, in., is visiting here.
And the speaker smiled compla- cher, colored, was arrested by Offi"Anita," owned and -driven by J. 'Tic springtime; the streets are in
shack tonight
Mrs. R. W. Sheegog of Central
gray: •
cently at the surprised look on his cers Rogers and Hill and turned over
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SMOKE
GOOD
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ENGLERT

Bicycles and Motor Cycles

AND

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.

BRYANT'S

Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

HAM SALE

S. E. MITCHELL

y Nance'Son

,q4CLERT86BRYANT

Best Kentucky and 'Illinois Coal

• Also dealer irain4 and Cement. Agent for Wilitehall and Agatite Cement

J. II.Shischlaeger

H. M. CUNNINGHAM
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The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
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JOHN GI SPOONERI BEBOUT & SMITH

WHY?
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kenby
tucky. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry,

NSURE WITH

'eet Chen first" is the Real
Secret—Chen (Gait for
improvements
Low priced lots on the city limits show the largest
per cent profit of any real estate investments. Suburban lots become residence lots just as certain as
-the little green apple of the spring becomes the big
red apple hanging in the tree in the fall—This happens with certainty unless the tree dies or the city
stops growing — both very unlikely. The above is
the reason that all regular real estate traders deal
in suburban lots and own very little or no high-priced property. Fountain avenue lots less than 10 years
ago sold for $450.00, that have changed hands lately
at $1,500.0e? Something like five years ago West
Jefferson lots sold for 3350.00—the last sale was
$1,000 for a 50-foot lot. FIGURE THE PER CENT.
FOR YOURSELF. All suburban lots have shown
big profits but these are the leaders. You say the
above is ancient history and will never occur again—
not so, history repeats itself, and just as soon as
some dealer puts another addition on the market directly in the path of the best class of improvements
and be as liberal with wide streets, wide sidewalks,
large/ alleys, big lots and park forest trees, and
asks the same low price of say $300.00 per lot, then
these same profits will be duplicated. Who knows
what advancement is in store for Paducah within the
next ten years? Don't get left again. Buy one of
these lots. Don't be afraid to bet $300.00 on the city
of Paducah. Get there first is the whole sum of the
experience of the writer after twenty years' trading
in Paducah real estate. These Suburban lots have to
be owned by somebody. Be one of the owners and
share the prosperity of Paducah: Think this over
and you will find it all right, or ask some one's opinion who you think knows. D 0 N 'T GET LEFT
AGAIN.

Star Laundry
'Phone son

EXCURSIONS
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE.
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excui:
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of Oreasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to

JAMES ROGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.

6004 Reading Chia

ROUND TP P TO

Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4 oo; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.0o, Meals and Berth
Included.

Round Trip to Cairo,

UNIQUE CHARACTER OISAPPEARS
WITH IMPRISONMENT OFHUMMEL

NEW SENATOR FROM WISCONSION WILL BE ISAAC
STEPHENSON.

A 11 3,1
"

i

$q

in Insurance"

QFF1OF 304. 'WY

PHONE 385

Former Congressman is Named by
Republican Legislature in Yesterday's Caucus.

Madison, Wis., May 17.—The Wisconsin senatorial deadlock was broken last night by the nomination on
the first ballot by the Republican
caucus of former Congressman Isaac,..._
Stephenson, of Marinette. The res ••
suit was accomplished by the breaking up of the opposition, which,
when the anti-Stephenson men realized that they were beaten, returned
to their former favorites, Esch and
Hatten.
The final result was:
Stephenson, .5s; Esch, 23; Hatten
19; scattering, 3.
The credit for the Stephenson victory is given to Lieut.-Gov. Connor,
who secured for Stephenson the support of two members claimed to
have been pledged to Hatten.
The ballot was the end of a dead
lock existing since April to.
ALFONSO IS TWENTY-ONE.
King of Spain Atte4ted Majority on
Yesterday, After Ruling for
Three Years.
.Madrid. May 17.—The'popular festivities which have continued without
cessation since the birth of an heir
to the throne one week ago were
given a fresh impetus today by the
celebration of King Alfonso's twentyfirst birthday. In view of the fact
that Alfonso has been a full-fledged
ruling monarch for the past three
years it is interesting to note that he
has only now reached the 'age of manhood, according to the standard of
America and the countries of northern Europe.
There were great rejoicings in
Madrid today, as well as in all other
parts of the kingdom. The day was
kept as a general holiday, public and
private buildings were profusely decorated and the streets and squares
were filled with pleasure seekers.
Many deputations bearing addresses
of congratulation were received at
the palace and several times during
the dy the king was obliged to show
himself on the balcony in response
to the shouts of the crowd. His appearance each time was greeted with
the wildest enthusiasm. •
Maine Y. M. C. A.
Augusta. Mc.. May 17.--.-1:4)( the
next three days delegates to thc thirty-fifth annual convention Of the
Maine Young Men's Christian association will be in session in this city.
All the local. branches without exception have sent delegates, so that
the gathering is the largest the organization has ever held in this state.
The formal opening took place in the
Universalist church this afternoon,
President Horace Purinton of. Waterville, presiding. Governor Cobb is
to be the guest of the association at
an open meeting at the city hall to
night. Several prominent association
speakers will be heard tomorrow and
Sunday.

Modern Home Plumbing.
Al] of our plumbing roe..
tracts are executed by Me Debt
skilled mechanics, under our personal supervision, and no detail, no matter bow
unimportant it may seem,escapes our attention. We use the famous '13tandasid'
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Fixtures,
which are the best made. By placing
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmansh:p obtainable.
Let us quote you pikes.

E. D.-HANNAN

•

Both Phones, No 201.
13a South Fourth St.
*NM
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Mattil Efinger aco.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
PADUCAH. K.Y

133 S. THIRD STREET;

A BARGAIN
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,
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THREE BOYS HAD NEW IIMECARD EX-SENATOR
Don't Spend Hit
GOVERNOR
FOR
FOR
THE
I.
C.
Or
HEAD
ECZEMA
Tour earningo
One Mother's Trials—Little Ones
Treated at Dispensary for Three
Months—Did Not Seem to Improve—Suffered Five Months.

ALL WERE PERFcCTLY
CURED BY CUTICURA

IT WILL NOT TAKE EFFECT
TOMORROW, AS WAS
INTENDED.

HIS NAME MENTIONED AS
MAN TO.FILL LITTLE'S
TERM OUT.

Put some abide for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

The Cairo Train Will Come in An Governor of Arkansas in a Bad Way
and Likely Will Resign His
Hour Earlier, While the EvenOffice Soon.
ing Flyer Stops at Fulton.

•
•
"My three childrei• had eczema for
'five months. A little sore would apLittle Rock, Ark., May 17.—InThe new timecard announced to
peal-on the need and seemed very itchy,
tev•reasing day after day. The baby .become effective tomorrow over the formation was received from northhad had it about a week when the sec- Illinois Central railroad has been west Arkansas today that in all probond boy took the disease and a few
sores developed, then the third boy postponed until Sunday, May 26, when ability former Senator James H.
'took it. For the first three months I it will become eceetwe. Although Berry would be a candidate for govtook them to the N— Dispensary, and it does not make much of a changE ernor in the event a special election
they told me that the children had ringRICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
worm, but they did not seem to im- as regards the public, it does among is called to select a candidate to sucSpecial
Round trip $16.80.
prove. Then I heard of the Cutioura the engine men, firemen and train ceed Gov. Little. It has been known
Remedies, and I thought I would write crews of this city.
train will leave Paducah about
for several days that Senator Berry
you about my cam, and when I got
allth,
carrying
noon,
May
The new schedule provides that has receised a large number of letthe Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointthroeugh sleepers to Richmond,
ment I bathed the children's heads the fast passenger train out of Chi- ters from all portions of the state
with warm water and Cutioura
account Confederate Reunion.
cago for New Orleans shall arrive at asking him to become a candidate and
and then applied the Cuticura
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
meat. In a few weeks they had im- Fulton each evening at 7:20 o'clock, i: is believed he will do so,
proved,and when their beads were well going South. The fast passenger
Information from Corpus Chirst,
Account Spring meeting Jockey
you mold see nothing of the sores. I
know train arriving at Paducah at 6:15 P. Texas, received in Little Rock today
very
glad
to
let
others
be
should
Club, $6.95 roundtrip, May 6th,
about the great Coaxer* Remedies. m. from Louissore goes all the way is not so favorable to Gov. Little's
Mrs. Kate Halm, 513 West 29th St.,
said that he has sufreturning May 7th; 8.g5 round
New York,N.Y.,Nov.1,6,and 7.1906." through to Memphis now, but under condition. It is
Ful- fered a relapse during the last few
stop
at
will
it
new
schedule
the
trip May, 4th, good returning
ton, and the passengers going further days, and his condition is considered
Jane 9th; May 5-11-111-22-25 and
South will change trains, taking the quite critical. It is impossible to
obtain any reliable information conas, June z-s and kb, limit twa
Chicago.
alleitOvs9 Dandruff mad Seethei. fast train out of
Chicago Flyer gets cerning Gov. Little, as everyone conthe
At
present
days.
Itching, Irritated Scalps.
to Fulton at 8:20 o'clock in the even- nected with the case positively reshe-lungs= with Cutictua
Warm
CALIFORNIA.
LOS ANGELES.
tIm
Cutieura,
6
with
ing,
dressings
but will be brought into Fulton fuses to discuss it, and news from
and light
purest
test of emollients, stop an hour earlier under the new sched- the sanitarium where he is being
Mystic Shrine and German Dipfalling hair, remove
crusts, scales, and ule, arriving there at the same time treated reaches the outside world in
dandruff, destroy as the Louisville train passing here at a roundabout 'way.
is Brethren, April sstb to May
hair parasites.
Enough is known, however, to juspassensoot he irritated, 6:15. This will prevent the
illth; round trip ifo.5o, limit
itching surfaces, gers from the latter train having to tify the statement that if the goverstimulate the hair wait at Fulton to change to the Chi- nor does not improve to as to return
July 51stfollicle., loosen the
to Little Rock in a fewi weeks his
scalp skin, supply cago train going South.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
resignaion will be placed in the hands
8:40
due
here
now
at
p.
with
enThe
train
the roots
ergy and nourish- m. from Cairo, leaves the latter city of Lieutenant Gov. Pindall, who will
April 19th to November sotb—zs
ment,and make the
hair grow upon• as soon as the southbound Chicago at once order a special election to
aweet,wholesome, healthy scalp when all flyer passes Cairo, and as the latter fill out the vacancy. In the event no
days—$23.75. Coach exctiraiOnil
Moe falls. For all purposes of the toast. will pass Cairo an hour earlier under vacancy occurs prior to nine months
and nursery, Cuticura Soap,
on special dates-4111-0o every
the new schedule, this will cause the before January, two, Acting Govers
blhutioura
a
Ointment are priceless.
and lotents1 Irre:=
Paducah train to leave that place and nor Pindall will, serve out the entire
Tueeday, limit ro days.
Candies nod
NM ad
arrive here one hour earlier, 7:40 term of Gov. Littie. The constitu.) to
tion provides that no special election
Hw is 555
o'clock.
pot vo1 of 00) 1111
the world. POW,
It was intended to put the new for any state office shall take place
hostuo. Maas alrVid
schedule into effect tomorrow, but unless the vacancy occurs prior to
us akin sad dealt) Dhoorro.
word eagle to hold it off until the nine months before the expiration of
the office affected.
following Sunday.
"THIS IS MY 39TH BIRTHDAY"
is
Unless something defiinite
Emperor Nicholas II.
HICKMAN TELEPHONE FIGHT known soon regarding Gov. Little's
Nicholas 11, the present czar of
future, it would not be surprising if
Agent City Ticket Office.
Russia, who is the eighth ruler to Cumberland Company Closes_Down several prospective „candidates enterrepresent the house of RomanoffFifth and Broadway.
ed the field before the close of sumand Then Opens Again.
Holstein, was born May 6, or May IS,
Cum- mer.
17.—The
May
Hickman,
Ky..,
according to the new style, in the
Paul Little, private secretary to
Telephone company of Nashyear ISM, and was the eldest son of berland
telephones closed the governor, went up to Greenville,
all
ordered
Emperor Alexander Ill., end PrinAgent Union Depot
here yesterday. A few weeks ago wood last night to confer w'th relcess nagmar, the daughter of the
petition asking atives and friends regarding the fulate king of Denmark. His educe- the citizens signed a
to lower the ttlfe of his father, Gov. John S. Litcompany
telephone
the
was by pr:vate tutors supplewhich
the fran- tle. It is very likely that the govt
monthly rates to that
mented by extensive travel. One of
calls for. The rate has been ernor will be brough back to Arkanthe. most exciting incidents of his chise
calls for $1.50. sas in a few days and he placed in
early career was his attempted assas- $1.65 and the franchise
the request and the care of relatives at Greenwood.
Attorney-at-Law.
sination by a fanatic when he was The company refused
them.
The suit
the citizens sued
Ream 5, Columbia Building. traveling litrough Japan on his way so
September
cirwill
up.
at
the
come
aroundthe world. Nicholas ascend
there was ANOTHER LIE ON THE
claimed
court.
They
cuit
PADUCAH, KY.
the throne November i, t139.4. and,
SOUTH NAILED.
records have
four weeks later, iwas married to no franchise, but the
Old Phone 1992.
shows
the
been looked up, and it
Princess Alexandra Alix, daughter of
Washington, May 17.—Baron Monwas granted twelve years
Grand Duke Ludwig IV.. of Hesse, franchise
cheur.
the Belgian minister here, has
close
and they had no right to
and granddaughter of the late Queen ago,
IV. just returned to Washington from a
Davidson,
K.
Dr.
S.
phones
the
Victoria. They have five children,
DR. ADRIAN HOYER, four
Attorney R. T. Tyler visit to Greenville and Columbia, S.
of them daeghters, the young- J. M. Hubbard,
look into the
and
others
went
to Fulton yesterday C., where ,he went to
Belgians who
condition
of
about
3oo
OlIce, 112 1-2 South Fifth. est a son.
to file an injunction against the comare employed in the cotton ,mills
sergive
compelling
them
to
pany,
Old Phone, Office, 175.
there. Complaints had reached the
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS
vice until September court. A teleNECESSARY NO LONGER. gram came this morning from the Belgian government of the treatment
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
,there. Complaints had reached the
telephone company ordering the
Belgian government of the treatment
Ten Cents' Worth of Ordinary Kind board
telafternoon,
and
this
opened
accorded
to those people, but the
And Written Instructions' All
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
ephone service is now ail...right. The
Needed After July t.
the minister found that these were enover
wrought
up
is
town
whole
(Homeopathist.)
tirely unjustifiable. Some of the
Postmaster Woods; was notified affair
and will fight it.
employes, who are temporarily unoffic.: 306 Broadway, Phone iso. yesterday. says the Courier-Journal,
Ned for the work were dissatisfied
Residence, dso Broadway, Phone rag that pursuant to an act passed by LIP EBASEBALL PASS
and were returning to Belgium. but
the last session of congress no specFOR PRESIDENT. the great majority of the workers
ial delivery stamps will he necessary
immediate
were contented and happily situated.
to
insure their
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D. on letters
Washington, May 17.--President
In one case the workers were givdelivery after July t. After the ortoday presented with en cottages and plots of ground upon
Oflice 1707 Meyers Street
der becomes effective it will be nec- Roosevelt was
folding card conferring a rental of $1.50 per month and in
essary only to put tell cents' worth a solid gold
membership
in the Na- all cases, the employers appeared to
Telephone 377.
Oil
him
life
of stamps of any denomination in
Professional
of
Association
tional
Paducah, : :
Kentucky. adition to the regular postage on a
be doing all in their power to make
Baseball leagues, with the privilege the lot of the workers comfortable.
letter, with the words "Special Deadmission to all the games played
The minister will make an official
wr:tten on the envelope, to of
by.
the clubs composing the associa- report to his government on the
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST, liveryguarantee its prompt delivery. This
tion. the card is 'of the regulation above lines.
is another instance of the efforts
Trneheart Building.
baseball ticket; the president's phothat the postoffice department is
engraved in enameled gold,
tograph
Telephone 511-R.
making to inintre the prompt delivery
date
and the- names of as many
the
Alabama Bankers.
PADUCAH, KIINTI/OEY. of mails, and at the same time to cities as there
was room for. J.'
Birmingham. Ala., May 17.—The
adopt every means possibk for the
Farrell, of Auburn, N. Y., secretary of fifteenth annual meeting of the Alaconvenience of the public.
presentation
VERNON BLYTEE, M. D.,
bama Bankers' association opened in
In some of the smaller cities, where the association, made the
speech.
in the
hall room of the Hotel Hillman
early
the
closed
the
postoffice
is
Once 825 1-2 Broadway.
in accepting the card the President this morning' with a good attendance.
evening, and where it is impossible
loheneo: °face 870; Res. 7/2. to purchase a specia deivery stamp expressed his thanks, and said he re- The invocation was by Rev. James A.
garded the game of baseball as the Duncan, pastor of the First MethoPADVOLII, RT.
except at the postoffice, the order
American outdoor sport; that dist church. Mayor George B. Ward
typical
will be especially gratifying. Under
he was particularly intexested in it welcomed, the. bankers on behalf of
sufficient
stamps
the new order, if
could par- the city and Lieut. Gov. Henry B.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
are kept on hand, a special delivery because men of middle age
that the game alticipate
in
it,
and
the
Gray extended greetink for the clearletter can be dropped in
nearest
ways had his good wishes, as had ing house banks. The response was
Lawyer.
mail box, and will be handled as
W41 practice in all cowls of quickly as though it bore the regular every outdoor sport.
by Gen. J. W. Whiting of Moble.
Following this came the reports of
stamp.
Kentucky.
MEETS DEATH AT DANCE.
officers and the regular order of business.
TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
Newport, Ark., May 17.--At
P. Farley, M. D. C.
S. M. Davis,
The Twice-A-Week REPUBLIC, dance at the home of
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
this
place. last
miles
of
two
east
Woman to Receive High Honor.
ef Sr. Louis, Mo., the oldest and best
FARLEYa PISPOISt,•
dispute as
night
o'clock,
a
about
12
Boston, Mass., May 17.—The conthe
lessown
semi-weekly
newspaper
in
Vetteriivaly surqeons .an
Dentists.
to who should dance the next set ferring of the Laetare medal, the
Offici snit iftkaista; 429 Smith Third Nuited States, is moking the remark- arose, resulting in a fusilade of beer
highest literary honor in America,
able sttbSeription offer tf three full
St., Padocath, Ky'.
and
a
windows
through
the
bottles
upon
Miss Catharine E. Conway, edeiett•page
papers.
Old Rhone s345. New pisene 351. years for S1-3112
general display of weapons. A stam- itor of the Boston Pilot, is to take
The
offer
is
until
good
May
31,
i907.
kesideetre, old phone 0116.
only. Tell your Mewl* of thie op- pede from the house occurred, during plate in Boston College hall this evasr-ttinity to get a seini-wee.kly three which Epp Rutledge, a young farm- ening, and will be niade the occasion
wbele years for it. If you are al- er, was stabbed in the left side, dy- of interesting ceremonies. • Archbishready a strbscriber, ycs.r? Grder will ing about an hour later.
op O'Connell will present the medal.
J. K. JONES
Bev and 'Elbert Owens, of this city, and Rev. J. W. Cavanagh, president
be accepted now for a renewal to hr
1,1
‘ sealer in High-Grule
gilt whets your present' si f.scription are held prisoners on account of the of Notre Dame University, which
elffritet Remember. 3; tlettr before killing, and John Austin, also of this confers the medal, will make the
`.* Plasm" and Organs
;tine F pays :or three rine.
place, is a fugitive, his description presentation speed'. It is the first
622 Broatiwily
Selg ail order3 to The Renchre, tallying with that of the man who time the .medal has ever been con014 Phone't;13-r
Psdactii
witnesses say did the cutting.
Louis Sift .41.
ferred upon a wolualt,
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Abram L Well & Co

ALBEN W. I3ARILEY,

LY
50

310 Broadway

FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO

It. M. Prather

mar

FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

it

LIFE,
HEALTH,
BONDS,
STEAM BOILER,

FIRE,
ACCIDENT,
PLATE GLASS
MARINE.

Office Phone 369:
Both Residence: 72f
CAMPBtli BULDINF

Caron Directory Company
Of- Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER. OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citisens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the mere.
ing Register office at p3 Broadwa y. where the public is invited to cal
when desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.

OF

THE

UNITE"

List of Directories on File
ALLIteRENY CITY. PA.
AU ANTA, OA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, NAM.
BRIDGEPORT, CO NW.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO. K. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, O.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.

MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINA
NASHVILEE, TENN.
IAUGATUCK, CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
4440 t.
NEW ALBANY, DID.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT. KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
count-Bus, o.
PADUCAH, KY.
COVORADO CITY,COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO- PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND, VA.
DAYTON, 0.
SALT LAKE CITY, MA*
orxvictz, cox"
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DETROIT, MICH.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
DULUTH, unix
CONN.
aHPORT,
r
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
MILD, 0.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
STRATFORD, CONN.
JEFFERSONVILLE, TED.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINE.
KANSAS CITY, NAS.
TOLEDO,0.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
UTICA. N. T.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
WATERBURY, CONN.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
YONKERS, N. Y.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER, VA.
7 I'
zeolb-og
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
SAL.:

N

PRICE $4.90
CARON DIR.ECTORi COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway

thejtegioter, soc per Week
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APPELLATE COURT DECISION
CARRIES LOCAL BEARING

Rupture
7

•

lieved.

We guarantee perfect satis-

faction in every instance. Would be
pleabed to have you call and let our

•

A

Li»

1,7,

Can be cured if the proper truess is

adjusted. The worst case can be re-

•

Soft Shirts

\
I 1.

THE HIGHEST TRIBUNAL IN TE STATE DECIDED THAT ONA
PERSON COULD NOT HOLD TWO PUBLIC POSITIONS AT
ONE AND THE SAME TIME. THE LITIGATION GOING UP
FROM HOPKINS COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT AND HAS A
BEARING UPON OFFICE HOLDERS IN THE CITY OF PEDUCAH.

The minute

the

weather

has a
Springlike appearance just that minute men begin to think of Soft Negli-

•—sts.
el.

gee Shirts.
.
S

expert examine you.

A DRUG STORE
ii-r-r"43c BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huyler's Candies.
tt 12 32 it 12 12 tt 12 12

U tt
a
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POPULAR WANTS.
tt

Vt

tt 22 tt U

tt
u
ti

WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 203 S. 3d St. New
phone cot-s.
LOST—Masonic charm at old Elks'
hall on North Fouts& Return to 925
Broadway and be rewarded.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jefferson street. Old '_Phone 1203.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or payments. 'Phone 1041a. W. T. Miller
& Bro.
ROBT. CARLTON, the well known
piano tuner has arrived in the city
and will remain several weeks. Old
phone 317, at Mrs. Rook's, 433 Clark.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 33, citizens of United
States, of good characfer and temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.

Acording to the following decision,
Dr. Phil 'Stewart cannot legally continue his position as a member of
the alderznanic board of this city, nor
Dr. H. P. Sights continue his place
as.a member of the board of directors
of: Riverside hospital.
"Chief LIestice O'Rear delivered
'another opinion reversing judgment
of the Hopkins .county circuit court
in a case of L. N. Vickers, mayor,
against Jas. D. Sorg, and directs dismissal of the petition. Sorg was a
member of the city council and was
chosen a member of the county board
of health. After he accepted the latter place the mayor refused to longer
'recognize him as a councilman. He
filed the petition. t. The court here
says that under the statute, sections
1744 and .3.746, appellee vacated his
office as- councilman by accepting zt
place on the county board."
• The decision is handed down by
the appellate court at Frankfort, and
therefore affects one part of Kentucky as well as,another. 'Dr. Stewart has been health officer of the
county for several years, receiving a

salary of $50 per month for discharging his duties. While-occupying this
place he was elected to the aldermanic body.
Dr. Sights is a member of the
city board of health, and while serving as such was eectecti by the council to beilliiettor of kiveraide hospital.
The opinion was deliveied in the
controversy over Whether a man
could hold to public positions at
one and the same time, and the decision sustains The Register contentions always. It also shows that Ed
Farley illegally occupied a seat in
the school board two years ago, he
being a state election commissioner
at the same time, while the decision
also points out that Harry Williamson was not a legal member of the
school board, as at the same time
he was a member of the board of
pension examiners for this section.
These gentlemen sat in the school
board anyhow, but they and their republican cohorts "ousted" Wm. Byrd,
a democrat. because Mr. Byrd to
a
clerkship for the public board
county' supervisors.

Our Negligees come from the best
makers we know—best both in cutting and finishing.
We order months ahead of most
dealer* antLeill_tweLonfuted to us
exclusively.

THE VERY CREAM OF THE
SEASON'S SHIRTINGS
4110/.
4.
1

Cheviots, Madras, Cainbr) , Per-,
cales, etc., in solid colors, plaids and

1.

stripes; cuffs attached or detached.

50c,$1.00,$1.50 up to$3.00

4 1 1.
—440

THE ONLY CLOTHING STORE
THAT

.
41

•
4 1 1.

ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS

CARRIES THE

"UNION STORE CARD"

4.
1

Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Repaired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. )gents for Machinery and Gas Engines.
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue.

•1..

DESBERUR'
S

323

AUER

owalf
•

BROADWAY

-

JACKSON FOUNDRY 011b MACHINE CO.

323

0TH/ERs

BROADWAY
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COUNTY OFFICIALS MUST NOT RECEIVE BENEFITS

Lagomarsino, wherein the latter issued for several hundred dollars the
claim due for art electric piano he
bought from plaintiff.
Nfaster Commissioner Cecil Reed
reported that the Henderson Brewing
company had bought Little's addition
property for $3so in the suit Of FooksAPPELLATE BENCH YESTERDAY REVERSED CASE
Acree Lumber company against J. L.
WHERE
olightly.
JUDGE REED DECIDED THAT MAGISTRATE LANE
HAD
NOT VIOLATED LAW—CREDITORS FORCE JEWELER
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
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Too New Animal Acts by soo New at the nest September term of criminal court.
Animal Actors—Everything
The appellate bench's decision is
New This Season.
"WACO"—The only Baby Camel in one of far-reaching importance. R e it
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America, born in Waco,
county officials to have their
the
Texas, April 27.
z r—GREAT ARENIC ACTS—ti teams worked on the highways and
receive pay for it. If Lane and
The Wonderful Juggling .
Thompson are now convicted, and it
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is more than probable: it will doubt6—The Marvelous Namba Troupe-6 less break up
the custom among the
The Most Wonderful of All
officials. Lane acknowledged to workJapanese Acrobats and
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Athletes.
not illegal to do so. he assuming he
had as nauch right as any other citiBEEN vim, even if he was a member of the
A Mile of Gl.tterirtg Gorgeousness fiscal court.
Starts from Show Grounds at to a. m.
Involuntary Bankruptcy.
ONE TICKET ADMITS TO ALL.
At T.onisville yesterday creditors
Mammonth Menagerie Open for of John L. 'Manner. _the Paducah
Inspection one hour before Circus jeweler, filed a petition before bulge
.performinice. sWaterptoof Tents.
and
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MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monuments which show the best of workmanship and high degree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect one
line of curbing and menumerrts in

WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase.
220 South Third St.
a
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o
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New Books
Worth Reading
"The Flyers," Geo Barr MieCutcheon
41.10
"The Lady of the Decorati)n," very tine
.53
"Love Letters of an Indian"
LIDO
"Graham'. of Claverheuse." by fan Staelaren; title Arifted author's
:
f
last and best hook50
The above are special pricees on four mighty good books.

Book db,
D.E.Wilson -&
Music Man
AL Harbour's Dapartakaut Store

/Pleace renretnber that we show a most desirable selection of Late
no ell and new music at cut prices.
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GRANDEST STREET PARADE

West KentuctINCORPopoal Co.
Office

Elevator 2nd ez Ohio
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